The six types of clubber
you’ll meet in BA
Clubs
The guy on the dancefloor
scouring the room for his next prey
is seen the world over, but the
Argentinian chamuyero is
something special. His
way with words is nothing
short of outstanding, and
he is an expert at
persuading any female
within earshot to
accompany him to the nearest
sex hotel. The Chamuyero
can be hard to spot; with
his designer shirt and
winning smile, he looks
like any typical porteño.
But never fear, he will
reveal himself sooner or
later via a charming
one-liner or a declaration
of (fake) commitment.
Can be spotted by
No need to keep an eye out.
If you’re female and have a pulse, he’ll definitely
spot you first.
Tipple of choice Quilmes Night.
Most likely to say ‘No soy chamuyero.’ (I’m not
a chamuyero).

THE INDIE GIRL

Her vintage dress accessorised
with an array of items of no use
in a club (think sunglasses, a
trilby hat, a ukulele or giant
headphones), the Indie Girl
lurks on the edge of the
dancefloor raising her
eyebrows at the crowd. Only
two things can break her
trance: a song she deems cool
enough to dance to, or the
appearance of the Indie Boy.
The Indie Boy is a skinny
jean-wearing specimen who
has perfected the art of
ironic facial hair topiary
and wears a vest so low
he’s flashing his chest
hair. The night inevitably ends
with Indie Boy locking limbs with
Indie Girl, before inviting her
back to his place to ‘listen
to records’.
Can be spotted by Her tattoos,
fringe and red lipstick.
Tipple of choice Gin and tonic.
Most likely to say Nothing.
Speaking is for losers.
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A close-knit group that dance around a pile of handbags, the Gaggle
are hostile to anyone who tries to infiltrate their circle. Intruders will
have a camera thrust in their hand as the group grin to shouts of
‘¡Whisky!’ (The Argentinian version of ‘Cheese!’). The Gaggle also
enjoy synchronised dancing to cumbia hits and going to the
bathroom in threes. Should one of the pack desert the group with
a potential mate, the Gaggle will either cheer and whoop, or turn
their backs on the traitor who ruined the girls’ night out.
Can be spotted by A wall of short skirts.
Tipple of choice Fernet and Coke.
Most likely to say ‘¡FOTO!’

The Hardcore Partier just cannot get enough of that beat. His enthusiasm is
aided by a chemical substance he snuck into the club in his shoes, and when
he’s not in the toilet queuing for a cubicle, he can be found near the DJ stand
pumping his fists in the air. Come 4am, a space has cleared around him (his bare
sweaty chest and loss of limb control are not appreciated by the masses) and he
has forgotten who and where he is. As the sun and the club’s lights come up, he
staggers in the direction of the after party, attempting to high five anyone who
crosses his path.
Can be spotted by His glow sticks.
Tipple of choice Copious amounts of water.
Most likely to say ‘¡Temazo!’ (Tune!).

The Backpacker has to battle the bouncer to get through the door due to his flip-flops,
scruffy shirt and holey jeans, and is annoyed that his new hostel friend, the Female
Backpacker, has no such issues. Having spent the last six months living in a hut in
the Amazon, he is dazed by the bright lights of BA’s clubs. Luckily, his travelling
experience has rendered him an expert at adapting to his surroundings. Just
minutes after entering any boliche, he can be found downing the largest,
cheapest drink available and attempting to (unsuccessfully) copy the locals’
dance moves.
Can be spotted by The grubby friendship bracelets adorning his wrists.
Tipple of choice A bucket of the cheapest thing on the menu.
Most likely to say ‘Oh, man, this is awesome! It’s just like that time I
was in (insert backpacker destination)!’

Armed with killer heels, her own cloud of perfume and a miniscule handbag, the Porteña
Lookeada wants to see and be seen. She tries to blag her way into the VIP area by
chatting up the bouncer and loiters at the bar in the hope that either the Chamuyero or
the Backpacker will buy her a drink. With her pink glittery phone always in hand, she uses
Tinder to facilitate her quest for men in the vicinity. Every half an hour she retreats to the
bathroom to redo her lip gloss, readjust her cleavage and take a selfie in the mirror.
Can be spotted by Her dance moves. She can’t move much in her heels, so she
positions her limbs in various poses that would look good on Instagram.
Tipple of choice Champagne and Speed (Argentina’s answer to Red Bull) sipped through
a straw.
Most likely to say ‘Sorry, ¡pero no!’

